Visit us again!
Check out our website for upcoming
Point Bonita YMCA events:
www.pointbonitaymca.org
415-331-9622
Contact the Visitor Center for FREE camping
in the Marin Headlands, call 415-331-1540

Point Bonita YMCA
981 Fort Barry
Sausalito, CA 94965
Use this address to write to us (see page 33).
All you need is an envelope and stamp!

An innovative outdoor education program that fosters
youth development, social responsibility,
and healthy living.

A Proud Partner
of the
National Park Service

Student Journal
Point Bonita YMCA
Outdoor
Outdoor Education Program
Name:
Teacher:
School:

Welcome to the Point Bonita YMCA!

Use the space provided below to write a note to the naturalists
at the Point Bonita YMCA. Tell us where you’ve gone outside
near your home, how you have lived without electronics for a
day or week, or what you remember from your trip to the Point
Bonita YMCA! Cut it out, and then use the address on the back
of the journal to mail your note to us.

The purpose of this journal is to provide a place for
you to write down and reflect on what you learn. If you
keep this journal – which we hope you do! – you will be
able to look back on your experience here for years to
come!
Think of it as a time capsule to the few days that you
were able to adventure through the Marin Headlands…
Your journal is what you make of it.

Your story may be featured on our website and if you
write to us, we will write you back!
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Ten Ways You Can Make a Difference!
Difference!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1. Reduce your Use! One of the biggest ways you can have a
positive environmental impact is to reduce your use of resources.
Everything you buy and use has an environmental footprint, it requires
energy and resources to produce…

2. Turn off lights and appliances
appliances when they are not in use.
Turning off lights and appliances helps conserve resources and money.

Name: ___________________ School: _______________________
_______________________
Naturalist:_______________________________________________
Naturalist:_______________________________________________
What are your expectations about your trip to the
Point Bonita YMCA? What do you think you are
going to see and do?

3. Use less paperpaper- use both sides of the paper and use rags

instead of paper towels.
towels. Using both sides of paper and rags means
you save trees and reduce energy used in paper production.
4. Pick up trash around your school and home. Animals frequently
eat garbage lying on the ground and can become sick or even die as a
result. Picking up trash keeps animals healthy.

5. Save WaterWater- Turn off the faucet when brushing your teeth,

take shorter showers, and help your parents install a waterwaterconserving shower head.
head The average faucet uses 8 gallons of water
a minute. Turning off the water and taking shorter showers saves
water. A water-conserving shower head only uses about 2 gallons a
minute.
6. Walk, ride a bike, carpool, or take public transportation
transportation.. More
than 25 percent of car trips are less than one mile. Using one of
these alternatives is a good way to conserve resources.

7. Paper or Plastic? NeitherNeither- Use cloth bags for groceries and a

Please describe how you feel about taking
a field trip to the Point Bonita YMCA.

Some things I learned my first day are…

lunch box for your lunch.
lunch. Using alternatives to paper/plastic bags
can help save millions of trees each year, reduce petroleum use and
send less trash to the landfills.
8. Plant native trees, bushes,
bushes, and other plants. Planting plants
helps reduce the carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere, and provides
homes and food for animals. Find a volunteer organization that plants
trees on a regular basis and volunteer for them!
9. Mend and Repair rather than discard and replace.
replace. Repairing
broken items keeps them out of the landfills and uses less resources
than buying something new.

What was the most interesting thing you saw so far
in the Marin Headlands? Why was it interesting?

10. Learn more and Share what you learn!
Be the Change you wish to see in the world. - Gandhi
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YMCA Core Values
Write examples of how to follow each of the
following core values
Caring

Honesty

YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THE WORLD!
Think about how you can make a positive difference at
home… in your neighborhood… at your school… in your
community…
Do One Thing (DOT)
DOT) Pick one thing that you know you can do
to positively affect the world. Maybe, in the future, you will
do more, but right now, pick ONE THING to change, that you
will continue to do (i.e. don’t just pick up trash once and cross
it off your list!). Use the list of ideas on the next page for
inspiration, or find a different one.
Write your ONE THING here:

Respect

Responsibility
How are you going to continue to Do One Thing?

Fill in the…

F
A
C
T
S

My Five Things are…

1.
2.

Here are some ideas for more things I can do in the future:

3.
4.
5.
Signed: _____________________________________________________

2
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Healthy Food Choices for You & the Planet
Reflections
Reflections
What has been the most challenging part of
your visit to the Point Bonita YMCA?

Why do we study Garbology?

What are three resources that go into making your food?
1)
2)
3)
Fill in the title, and label the x axis, and y axis on the Garbology
Chart below:

Title:_________________________________
Title:_________________________________

What was your favorite activity? Why?

_____________________

What will be a lasting memory of your time here?
Why did you choose that memory?

What will you change about your life now that
you have had this experience?
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Choose four plants you’ve seen.
Write two facts or careful observations
and draw a sketch of each one.

The U.S. produces 154 million tons of garbage a year– enough to fill the New
Orleans Super dome from top to bottom, twice a day, every day.
When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe. - John Muir

We can’t run a throwaway society on a finite planet. - Paul Connet

4
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Make some close observations about a plant of your choice.
What does it feel like? Smell like? What shape are the leaves?
The flowers? Where are the seeds? What do you wonder about
it? What does it remind you of?

500 landfills are completely filled up each year in the U.S… Can you produce less trash in your daily life?

The earth laughs in flowers – Ralph Waldo Emerson

The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of something we do not
understand – Frank Herbert
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HABITATS

There are more insects in one square mile of rural land than human beings on the entire earth. – Cousteau

A habitat is an animal or plant’s home. It provides everything
needed to survive: food, water, shelter, air, and space. Do you
need more than that to survive?

The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even
touched. They must be felt within the heart. – Helen Keller

Choose a habitat found in the Headlands and describe it.
Is it hot or cold, wet or dry, busy or quiet?
Use all of your senses and write what you observe.

What plants live there?

What animals might you find there?

How is it similar to the habitat where you live?
What are some differences?

6

In the concert of nature it is hard to keep in tune with oneself if one
is out of tune with everything else. – George Santayana
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EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED.

Fill in the rock cycle with words, pictures, and arrows to show how different
kinds of rocks form and change.
Add examples of Marin Headlands rocks:

Humankind did not weave the web of life. We are but one strand in it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves.
-Chief Seattle
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ROCK CYCLE

Igneous rocks

Sedimentary rocks

Metamorphic rocks

PLATE TECTONICS
TECTONICS
Draw a line to match the following terms with their descriptions!
Divergent

When plates slip past each
other in opposite directions.

Transform Fault

When plates move into each
other and build mountains.

Convergent

When plates move together and
one goes below the other.

Subduction

When plates move apart and
new material comes up from
beneath the surface.
How were the Marin Headlands formed?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
…Nature is the one place where miracles not only happen,
but happen all the time. – Thomas Wolfe
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MARINE MAMMALS
You are now an expert on marine mammals.
See if you can answer the following questions:
Name 2 adaptations (special physical features and behaviors)
that help seals and sea lions survive in the ocean.
1.______________________________________________
2.______________________________________________

The power of the imagination makes us infinite - John Muir

What are two ways to differentiate between seals and sea lions?
1._______________________________________________________________________________
2._______________________________________________________________________________
What is an example of a pinniped?__________________________________
What is an example of a cetacean? _________________________________
The Marine Mammal Center treats animals who are injured or
have diseases. One of the most common diseases is caused by
Domoic acid, a neurotoxin produced by a marine algae. This
toxin causes seizures and brain damage in top-level predators
as it is concentrated (or bioaccumulates) in the food chain.
California Sea Lions and other marine mammals become affected
when they eat prey (fish) that have been feeding during toxinproducing algal blooms.
Draw and label a food chain that describes this bioaccumulation
on the following page.
What are two human caused reasons for animals to end up at
the Marine Mammal Center?
1.______________________________________________
2.______________________________________________
What are some things you can do to help out marine mammals?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
One touch of nature makes the whole world kin. - William Shakespeare

8
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If you run out of room for the scavenger hunt(s), use this paged
to write your answers. Or, use it for anything you can imagine!

Draw a diagram of an ocean food web here:

Have you seen any of these Marine Mammals?
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___
___
___
___

California Sea Lion
Elephant Seal
Grey Whale
Humpback Whale

___

Mermaid

___
___
___
___

Harbor Porpoise
Harbor Seal
Sea Otter
Dolphin

9

WATER WORLD
Draw a diagram or picture(s) labeling all the elements of the water cycle (use
words listed below), with arrows indicating where the water goes.

SCAVENGER HUNTS
BEACHBEACH- Please do not destroy anything you find
__ something soft
__ something slimy
__ something beautiful
__ something really cool
__ something that reminds you of yourself
__ find evidence of fire
__ an animal’s home
__ 10 different colored rocks
__ seashell
__ mussel shell
__ crab claw
__ feather boa kelp
__ bull kelp
__ 2 different kinds of feathers
__ jelly (fish)
__ 5 pieces of litter- Thanks for helping keep the beach clean!

After your hunt, leave your treasures on the beach, except litter
LIGHTHOUSE
1. What was the purpose of the lighthouse? Do we still need
lighthouses today?
2. What is the purpose of the fog signal?
3. What type of rock is the lighthouse built on? How was it formed?
PRECIPITATION
PERCOLATION

CONDENSATION
GROUND WATER

EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION
RESPIRATION

A watershed is the area of land where all the water that is under it or drains
off of it goes into the same place. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
http://water.epa.gov/type/watersheds/)

Map of rivers and tributaries that feed into Rodeo Lagoon

Where do you think the water in the lagoon comes from? Where does it go?

10

4. Watch the light flash on and off. What is the pattern of the light
from the light house? What does the pattern tell ships?
5. Why were their so many shipwrecks around here?
6. Find the gargoyles. What are they used for?
VISITOR CENTER
1. What Native American tribe lived here? _________________
2. How do you build a kotcha, and what is it used for?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What is a Vaquero? ________________________________________________________
4. What did some people want to build in this area in the 1960s?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
5. Who helped this area become a park?
_____________________________________________________
6. If you could live in the Marin Headlands during anytime in history
or even now, what time would you choose? Why?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
7. What are 5 animals you might find in the park?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
8. What was your favorite thing at the “please touch” table?
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Reptiles and Amphibians

Cultural History of the Marin Headlands
Many different people have shaped this land.
Can you list at least 3 different groups of people who have lived
in the Marin Headlands?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

___ California Newt
___ Slender Salamander

Write a story about one of the groups and include how they
affected the land. Use one of the blank pages at the back if you
need more room.

___ Garter Snake
___
___

Gopher Snake
King Snake

Plants (introduced)
___ Cabbage
___
Pampas Grass
___ Cala Lilly
___
Poison Hemlock
___ Cape Weed/ German Ivy
___
Scotch Broom
___ Dandelion
___
Sweet Fennel
___ Eucalyptus
___
Wild Mustard
___ Ice Plant
___
Wild Radish
___ Monterey Cypress
___
____________________
___ Monterey Pine
___
____________________
___
____________________
Plants, Marine
Green Plants/Algae
Brown Algae
Red Algae
___ Nori
___ Bull Kelp
___ Coralline Algae
___ Sea Lettuce
___ Feather Boa
____ ___________________
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Don’t feel badly about not knowing names. The names are only
superficial labels for what those things really are.- Joseph Cornell

How do you positively or negatively affect the land?

11

Fresh Water Macro Invertebrates

Common Birds of
of the Marin Headlands
Write down where you saw each bird and what types of
behaviors you noticed. You can also color in the bird drawings
with the colors you notice on each bird!!

___Amphipod (scud) ___ Backswimmer ___ Caddisfly ___ Cranefly Larva
Nymph

___ Damselfly
Nymph

___Dragonfly
Nymph

___ Dobsonfly

___ Mayfly Nymph

Red-Tailed Hawk

___ Midge Larva ____ Mosquito ___ Stonefly
Larva
Nymph

___Planarian/Flat worm

California Quail
___Whirligig Beetle

White-Crowned
Sparrow
Use this space to draw
a different bird that you have
seen here in the Marin
Headlands 
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___ Water Strider

___ Water Penny

___ Water Scavenger
Beetle

___ Water Boatman

___ Predacious
Diving Beetle
Some other Fresh Water Invertebrates you might see…
___
Aquatic Earthworm
___
Leech
___
Clam Shrimp
___
Rat-Tailed Maggot
___
Copepod
___
Seed Shrimp
___
Giant Water Bug
___
Water Mite
___
Horsehair Worm
___
Water Scorpion
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ORGANISM CHECKLISTS
Here are lists of plants and animals that may be found in the Marin
Headlands. Some are illustrated and some are not. Don’t expect to see them
all!
Native Plants
Plants

Great Egret

___ Blackberry

___ Bush Lupine

____ Coyote Bush

___ Poison Oak

___ California Poppy

___ Fern

___ Horsetail

___ Soap Plant (Root)

___ Sticky Monkey
Flower
Other Native Plants you might see…

___Western
Yarrow
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Double-Crested
Cormorant

____
____
____
____
____

Bedstraw
Coastal Sage
Coffee Berry
Cow Parsnip
________________

___
___
___
___
___

Lizard Tail
Thistle
Wild Strawberry
Willow
____________________

Drawings (except Fern) by Chelsea Cundiff, 2014

Turkey Vulture
Some other birds you might see…
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

American Kestrel
Brown Pelican
Brown Towhee
Chickadee
Great Blue Heron
Hummingbird
Mallard Duck

Drawings by Dan Murnane, 2014

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Merganzer
Red-Winged Blackbird
Robin
Sand Piper
Scrub Jay
Sea Gull
Snowy Egret
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Marin Headlands Mammal Tracks and Scat
Use the measuring tools on the back of your journal!
Put a check next to the animals that you see or see evidence of!

6-8 cm
3-4cm
6-8 cm

___ Opo
Opossum

6-9 cm ___ Skunk

3-5 cm

6-9 cm
5-6 cm

___Coyot
___Coyote
Coyote

5-8 cm

___Fox
___Fox

9-10cm

___
____Raccoon 3-5 cm

___ Deer 4-6 cm

5 cm
6-8 cm

___Mtn.
___Mtn. Lion 8-23 cm
4 cm ___ Bobcat

10 cm

5-13 cm

1-4 cm
3-5 cm

__Woodrat
__Woodrat

5-10 mm
6-8 cm

___Rabbit
___Rabbit

Other Mammals you might see…
___
___
___
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Bat
Gopher
River Otter

___
___
___

Mole
Mouse
Skunk
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NIGHT WALK

Tides Explained
When the gravity from the sun and moon pull on the Earth together, during full moon
and new moon, the tides are more extreme. During the first and third quarter, the sun
and moon are not in alignment, so the tides are mild.

What did you see and do on your night walk?
Lunar Tide

Solar Tide

Earth

Sun

Full Moon

New Moon

Spring Tide

Describe how you felt during your night walk.

First Quarter Moon

Lunar Tide
Solar Tide

Earth

Sun

Third Quarter Moon

Neap
Neap Tide
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Don’t carry a lantern in moonlight. – Japanese proverb
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See if you can find the following things on this map: ___ YMCA ___ Point Bonita Lighthouse ___ Battery Townsley ___ Rodeo Lagoon ___ Hill 88
___ The Marine Mammal Center ___ Four places you could go camping (look for triangular tent symbols) ___ Hawk Hill ___ the town of Sausalito
___ Pirates Cove ___ Black Sands Beach ___ Where’s Waldo [Tunnel]? ___ Kirby Cove
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At the YMCA, which direction do you need to stand to face the Pacific Ocean (North, South, East, West, etc.)? The Golden Gate? Rodeo Beach?
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